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MRD 542- Global Space Weathering Map 

Global Space Weathering Maps  

Data Product Overview: 

 

The Space Weathering Map convolves several possible indicators of surface alteration on Bennu 

to map the surface regions that exhibit the effects of time-dependent alteration due to exposure to 

space weathering processes such as micrometeoroid and solar wind bombardment.    

 

Overview: 

 

The nature of space weathering on low albedo asteroids and the extent of space weathering on 

Bennu specifically are unknown. There are several types of space weathering on airless bodies 

that depend on  surface temperature, exposure to cosmic and solar radiation (implantation, 

metamict development, etc), the flux of micrometeorites, and the intrinsic surface 

composition.  Figure 1 shows bright rays radiating from Canuleia crater on asteroid (4) Vesta as 

seen by NASA's Dawn spacecraft, indicating that newer material has a higher albedo and has not 

been as extensively altered by exposure to space. 

 

 



Figure 1. Canuleia crater on asteroid (4) Vesta as seen by NASA's Dawn spacecraft.  Albedo is 

an indication of the relative freshness of surface materials (brighter materials here show a 

relative  lack of space weathering) on the ejecta rays around an impact site.   

 

Space weathering alters the structure and composition of the surface material in such a way that 

it affects the optical properties in the visible and infrared spectral region.  The effect of space 

weathering on large absorption bands can produce depth variations up to 20-30% and space 

weathering effects on small absorption bands can occur at as little as a few %, particularly for a 

dark, primitive, surface. Space weathering also affects albedo and spectral slope. The spectral 

reflectance continuum slope can vary up to 10-15% for minerals. Development of nanophase 

iron is an important effect of space weathering on the lunar surface, while it seems to be totally 

absent on the weathered soil of Vesta (the Dawn spacecraft data analyses did not find evidence 

for nanophase metal in optically altered soils on Vesta).  

Visible and infrared imaging and spectroscopic data collected by OSIRIS-REx will allow us to 

investigate the initial composition of our target and the effect of space weathering on its surface. 

This information, together with imaging data for context (cratering rate and structure), will allow 

us to study the surface age and evolution (dating disruption or resurfacing events), as well as 

constrain the mechanical and physical processes that govern space weathering on the surface of 

our target. 

 

 

Utility: 

Feeds into Integrated Global Science Value Map (MRD-114) and ultimately into Global 

Geologic Map (MRD-195a) to assist selection of a landing site based on fresh, less weathered 

materials as a Science Value metric.  

 

Data Type (image, spectrum, data table, map format etc.): 

o Map - this data product will consist of a set of color ratio image products with color units 

identified as most likely to be associated with Space Weathering on Bennu's surface. 

 

What does this Data Product measure, and at what scale? 

o Spectral, color, and albedo indications that a given surface element exhibits the effects of space 

weathering. 

 

What MRDs does this data product satisfy or contribute to satisfying? 

o MRD-149 and MRD-542 

 

Observational Requirements 

This data product incorporates numerous measurements of spectral features at a near-global scale 

across the asteroid.  This product will be produced regardless of mission contingencies or 

observational completeness and will be produced up to the resolution and completeness of the 

data products listed herein. 

 

When in the DRM are the observations that make the data product scheduled to be taken? 

o Detailed Survey (primarily), with some possibility of more detail in the Recon imaging.  

 



How long does it take to produce the data product? 

o Once the input maps are available, it should take approximately 2-3 weeks to produce a space 

weathering map. 

 

Is this product used for sample site selection, science value, or long term science? 

o All of the above. 

 

Data Product Structure and Organization:  

• What is the structure of the data product?   

o OSIRIS-REx Map interchange format: An Ancillary File that supplies values for each shape 

model facet in an OBJ shape model file. 

• How is the product organized?  

o One global quick-look map using Color Imaging Data only for input to the Science Value Map. 

o One global longer-term science map (if necessary) using Color Imaging Data, Visible-Near-

Infrared Spectral Data, Albedo maps, and the global Basemap Mosaic for geological context.  

 

o Two site-specific quick-look maps using Color Imaging Data only for input to the Science 

Value Map. 

o Two site-specific longer-term science maps (if necessary) using Color Imaging Data, Visible-

Near-Infrared Spectral Data, Albedo maps, and the global Basemap Mosaic for geological 

context.  

 

Data Format Descriptions  

Header information (metadata) included with data product:  

• Start/End time of observations that make up the Map  

• Lat/lon coverage of the observations that make up the Map  

• Map scale/ resolution of observations that were used for the Map  

• List of data files used in deriving the Map  

• List of data file selection criteria  

• Optimization method used in developing the Map  

• Version number  

• Person who generated the Map  

• Name of file showing the Map-making algorithm  

Note: To produce this data product, we will require the data visualization tool for elementary 

manipulation of map-projected spectral data, imaging, basemap mosaics, and shape model data 

(e.g. slope and gravity). 

 

Data Product Generation  

• How and by whom is the product generated?  

o Beth Clark & her team (Lucille LeCorre, Jian-Yang Li, Ellen Howell), with assistance from 

Antonella Barucci and her associates Sonia Fornasier, Frederic Merlin and Cateline Lantz 

(CNES co-Is).  Elisabetta Dotto (ASI co-I) provides scientific assistance, Dani DellaGiustina 

provides imaging expertise, and Tim McCoy and Lindsay Keller provide scientific interpretation. 

 

• What are the input products needed to produce the product? 



Quick Look Version: 

o Global OCAMS Color Ratio Imaging Maps (MRD-141) using ratio algorithms tailored to 

enhance the space weathering spectral signatures. 

 

Long Term Science Version: 

o Global OVIRS Spectral Index Maps (MRD-154) using algorithms tailored for space 

weathering spectral signatures. 

o Global PolyCam Base Map (MRD-?) for context. 

o Global Bond Albedo Map (MRD-154) for albedo variations. 

o Global OCAMS Color Ratio Imaging Maps (MRD-141) using ratio algorithms tailored to 

enhance the space weathering spectral signatures. 

 

• Are there format expectations for the input products?  

o  Yes, all input data must be co-registered map-projections that use the official Bennu project 

shape model – they must be in the OSIRIS-REx map interchange format: an Ancillary File 

associated with the OBJ file. 

 

How will the product be vetted to ensure contents and formats are correct?  

o Consensus opinion of the science team.  No-one has ever made a space weathering map before, 

so we will rely on the cognizant science team members to evaluate the scaling of each input map 

data product and to check the consistency of the final space weathering map.  It is possible that 

input maps will have to be weighted, but the current plans are to do a simple sum of the 

likelihoods assigned to each map pixel.  We may also compare the space weathering map with 

MapCam color ratio maps to check for consistency of interpretation.  On asteroids previously 

observed with spacecraft instruments, color ratio maps have been helpful in analyzing the spatial 

context of suspected areas of highly space weathered materials, however for Bennu there is no 

consensus in the literature about the spectral effects of space weathering on low albedo objects.  

 

Algorithms and/or calibration data used to generate products 

 

Quick Look Version 

The Quick-Look space weathering map will capture surface color and albedo expressions of 

space weathering processes in high spatial resolution (30-50 cm/pixel), but low spectral 

resolution (4 color filters).  Spectroscopy of analog meteorites has guided our selection of initial 

spectral parameters for space weathering mapping  (see Figure 2 below).  

 

 

https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/X275J3z8n/Global_Spaceweathering_Map_MRD542.html
https://sciwik.lpl.arizona.edu/wiki/pages/X275J3z8n/Global_Spaceweathering_Map_MRD542.html


 

 

Figure 2: Visible spectroscopy of likely meteorite analogs for Bennu materials (e.g. CM2 

Murchison) guides the selection of space weathering spectral parameters.  

 

Processing starts with co-registered, photometrically corrected (to (5, 0, 5): incidence, emission, 

and phase angles in degrees) color image cubes in the following MapCam filter bandpasses: 

b’: 473nm  

v: 550nm 

w: 698nm 

x: 847nm 

 

Then we compute the following 5 color functions for each image cube (with specific algorithms 

for MapCam filter data in parentheses): 

 

• UV slope (due to ferric oxide intervalence charge transfer transition): b’/v 

• VIS slope: slope of linear fit to b’, v, and w 

• Turn-off Point: wavelength value of maximum point on 2nd order polynomial fit to b’, v, w 

and x 

• 700nm absorption (center, depth, area) attributed to charge transfer transitions in oxidized iron: 

Band Depth will be captured with the v: 550nm and x: 850nm filters acting as continuum 

points, and the w: 700nm filter acting as the depth of the band center. 



• Albedo at 0.55 microns: the v: 550nm global mosaic photometrically corrected to normal 

albedo (0,0,0). 

 

These color products will be used in the RGB planes of color combinations (iteratively) until the 

best combination for capturing Bennu’s unique spectral signatures is derived. 

 

Also, other color ratio combinations will be created and tested to see what emphasizes small 

color variations on Bennu, as done with Clementine imaging data at the moon.  A comparison 

using OREX appropriate colors is given below: 

 

R = 700/390  Clementine at the Moon   vs.  698/473  w/b’  OSIRIS-REx at Bennu 

G = 700/1000 Clementine at the Moon  vs.  698/847 w/x   OSIRIS-REx at Bennu 

B = 390/700  Clementine at the Moon   vs.   550/698 v/w  (or 450/700 b’/w)  OSIRIS-REx at 

Bennu 

 

Figure 3 shows a graphic data flow logic for creation of the Quick Look Space Weathering Map. 

 
Figure 3:  Quick Look Space Weathering map.  Each map location is represented in enhanced 

color composites of global MapCam color imaging mosaics that have been photometrically 

corrected to 30 degrees phase angle.  Color planes are selected from the four spectral parameters 

above that are predicted to capture Space Weathering spectral variations. 

 

Long Term Science Version 



Our target, asteroid Bennu, is so dark that albedo and spectral variations may be of very high 

amplitude.  To claim a detection of space weathering on Bennu, it may thus be critical to bring 

together as many of the indicators as possible in a statistical study of how well they correlate 

with surface features related to surface processes (such as cratering, downslope movement, scarp 

stability, etc.). 

 

Ultimately we want to be able to place limits on our ability to detect space weathering, if it 

exists, at the surface of Bennu. In order to place these limits, we need to be able to account for all 

other possible explanations of the indicators, and thereby to estimate the probability that each 

indicator is associated with true space weathering.  Other possible explanations for indicators 

include mineralogical variations, soil texture variations, crater association variations, and 

regolith mobility variations, among other possibilities. 

 

The Long Term Version of the Space Weathering Map will therefore be an expression of the 

probability that each surface facet exhibits space weathering.  We will assign rankings in each of 

the following metrics: spectral continuum slope, band depth, albedo, crater proximity, boulder 

proximity, slope of location, particle size at location, and proximity to regolith regions.  This will 

place each facet on a likelihood scale according to each metric.  For example, if a facet is in a 

highly sloping location on the shape, then it is more likely to show surface composition that is 

less space weathered.  If a facet exhibits a spectral continuum slope that is distinctly different (by 

2 sigma) from the average continuum slope of the surface, then it is more likely to represent a 

surface that is more space weathered.  If a pixel exhibits an albedo that is distinctly different (by 

2 sigma or more) from the average albedo of the surface, then it is more likely to represent high 

space weathering, etc..  So the algorithm for each metric is a relative ranking of each pixel 

according to the range of values exhibited in the data set for each metric.    We will assign a 

quantized score in each of the metrics for each facet and iteratively develop an algorithm that 

captures the space weathering patterns across the surface of Bennu, recognizing that albedo and 

spectral changes may not be correlated on Bennu and individual component maps will be 

essential to interpreting the extent and style of space weathering.  Correlation with other data 

products may also prove essential in interpretation of the Long Term Science Space Weathering 

Map.  For example, correlation with Global mineral and chemical maps (MRD-140) may 

establish whether albedo variations result from space weathering or differences in mineralogy 

between regions.  

 

Algorithm Example 

For each shape model facet, the following bins will be created to characterize the likelihood that 

a region on Bennu is space weathered: 

 

Spectral Slope  

3 = Bluer (2σ) than average Bennu 

2 = Average Bennu 

1 = Redder (2σ) than average Bennu 

 

Band Depth  

3 = Absorption band(s) deeper (2σ) than average Bennu 

2 = Average Bennu 



1 = Band Depth Shallower (2σ) than average Bennu 

 

Albedo  

3 = Albedo brighter (2σ) than average Bennu 

2 = Average Bennu 

1 = Albedo darker (2σ) than average Bennu 

 

Geologic Context - (crater proximity, boulder proximity, slope of location, particle size at 

location) 

 

3 = Geologically less likely to show weathered surface than average Bennu 

2 = Average Bennu 

1 = Geologically more likely to show weathered surface than average Bennu 

 

 

   

Total Score = Spectral Slope + Band Depth + Albedo + Geologic Context 

Scale = 0-6; Areas with spectral slope, band depth or albedo indicators of space weathering = 2+ 

 

The following diagram (Figure 4) illustrates the data flow for the development of the Long Term 

Science Space Weathering Map.   

 

 



Figure 4 This shows schematically all the surface alteration indicators that will be included in 

the Long Term Science version of the Space Weathering map. 

 

 

 

Space Weathering Map Creation Drawing Board 

discussion of Lucille Le Corre, Kevin Walsh, Scott Messenger, Beth Clark, Lucy Lim 

Walsh edits in Bold (8-May-2017) 

 

Step 1)  Lucille makes a big series of ISIS cubes (consisting of the 5 space weathering MapCam 

indices described above), using Dani's scripts to include the point location in lat/lon and 

output as a fits cube. The layers are also output as a series of PNG files (of a range of 

resolution) for quick and easy display in SBMT. 

 

Step 2) The Fits cubes are processed by Kevin Walsh (or, ideally, by a tool written by Kevin 

or someone else and hosted on MapTools at the SPOC for general use).  Each color index 

plane is a) facet-ize each plane and b) made into an Ancillary Fits file for display in SBMT 

and easy ingestion into other programs for algorithmic treatment (Kevin Walsh).   

 

Step 3) The facet-ized maps go to Scott Messenger who has a tool that can take in all 5 facet-ized 

SpeWe maps and allow the user to visualize the combination of the 5 maps in varying ways 

using slider control bars.  The RDWG works with Scott to agree on a quicklook data product for 

the Science Value Map that is binary in nature: areas of probable high space weathering are 

assigned values of 1, and areas of lower probability space weathering are assigned values of 0. 

 

Step 4) The SBMT-etized maps go to Beth Clark and Lucille Le Corre to visualize in 3D using 

the existing RGB combination capabilities in the Small Body Mapping Tool.  These views of the 

Space Weathering maps retain all the full range of MapCam camera pixel values, and the 

associated high spatial resolution - and these are called the SpWe color mosaic cube  

 

Step 5) Optional/Alternative to steps 2-3. If the only regions that are considered as likely 

spots of Space Weathering are small and limited in geologic scope, a polygon ShapeFile 

layer is made by a Geologic Mapper (working with Lucille), processed by Kevin Walsh of 

RDWG (ShapeFile's can be processed in SBMT and turned into Ancillary Fits files) and 

delivered to Science Value. 

 

 


